
Structural equation nwdels (SEMs) have dominated causal analysis in the social and 

behavioral sciences since the 1960s. Currently, many SEM practitioners are · having 

difficulty articulating the causal content of SEM and are seeking foundational answers. 

Recent developments in the areas of graphical nwdels and the logic of causality show 

potential for alleviating such difficulties and, thus, revitalizing structural equations as 
the primary language of causal nwdeling. This article summarizes several of these 

developments, including the prediction of vanishing partial correlations, nwdel testing, 

nwdel equivalence, parametric and nonparametric identifiability, control of confound

ing, and covariate selection. These developments clarify the causal and statistical 

components of SEMs and the role of SEM in the empirical sciences. 
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1. INTRODUCTION

1.1. CAUSALITY IN SEARCH OF A I.ANGUAGE 

. The word cause is not in the vocabulary of standard probability 

theory. It is an embarrassing yet inescapable fact that probability 
theory, the official mathematical -language of many empirical sci
ences, does not permit us to express sentences such as "Mud does not 
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